
What To Consider When Investing In A 
Digital Content Solution

Investing in a digital content solution gives corporate learning leaders pause. 

Today's modern learner is mobile and overwhelmed, leaving little time 
to invest in learning and development.

Why?

You need to

Only 48% of them suggest their organization 
uses their current solution effectively.

Before selecting a digital content solution partner, be sure they 
understand your reality!
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Training Industry research suggests that your digital content solution 
have the following very important features: 

Over 50% of learning leaders say implementing a quality digital content 
solution helps them meet common organizational priorities like these:

Research also mentions that the most “ready” environments for introducing 
a digital content solution include: 

*Top administrative and Ux features as indicated by current users of 
digital content solutions in Training Industry research.

* Bersin by Deloitte

Administrative User Experience 

People are increasingly 
turning to their 

smartphones 
to find just-in-time answers 
to unexpected problems

Implementing a quality digital content solution delivers...

More learning at 
the point of need

Improved learner 
engagement

Quick & secure 
content updates

Improved speed 
to competency

Focusing on the customer experience

Supporting their drive to competency level programs

Fostering more engaging training

Ensuring consistency regardless of 
device or location

Tracking regulatory and compliance standards
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Most learner’s won’t 
watch videos longer than 

4 minutes

4:00

Workers now get interrupted 
as frequently as every 

5 minutes—ironically, 
often by work applications 
and collaboration tools

1% 
of a typical workweek is 
all that employees have 
to focus on training 
and development
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...all while providing your company with a robust measurement of the 
interactions learners are having with your content. 

Certification Programs

 create highly engaging content, 
   securely distributing it to where the learner needs it, 
     when they want to learn. 

Are they experts and trusted providers?

Does their technology integrate with yours?

Do they understand your organizational culture?

Can they keep your content secure?

Have they worked in the countries & regions 
where you have employees?  

Downloadable Device Limits

Support for Learning Assessments

Content Production Support

Content File Editing

Support for Embedded Media Formats 

Variety of Supported Formats

Supports Multiple Devices

Search Text

Allows Full Book Download 
for Offline Access

Print/Download Capability

Dictionary/Thesaurus Capabilities

Supports Multiple Browsers

If you're investing in a DCS, we can help you navigate the digital world and 
ensure every content decision you make is goal-driven & well-informed.

of full-time employees30% 
do most of their work somewhere 
other than the employer’s location

of knowledge workers 
actually complain that 
they don’t have time to 
do their jobs⅔
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